PROGRESS   IK   LOST   CAUSES
Churchill was the most notable absentee from the
National Government; Baldwin had apparently decided
when the parties had made their selection that if peace
and conciliation were to be the watchwords of our policy,
Winston was potentially more dangerous in office than
out of it. This may or may not have been a sound
estimate, but the Churchill trumpet, which might have
been silenced with a Cabinet mute, now brayed defiance
from the back benches. The battle-cries were India and Arms,
and with tremendous and consistent invective Churchill soon
became the Government's most formidable rebel.
On this occasion he denounced disarmament conferences
which in his view actually did more harm than good, and
asked the House to realize that military preponderance was
the Empire's sure foundation. The revolution in Germany
that was accompanying his words he cited as reinforcing his
thesis. The principal effect of MacDonald's intervention in
foreign affairs during the past four years had been to bring
Great Britain nearer to war than ever before. Let him pay
proper attention to urgent domestic tasks and leave foreign
affairs to competent ambassadors and accepted diplomatic
channels.
This brought Eden to his feet to make a very brilliant
counter-attack. For Mr. Churchill to assert that the Prime
Minister had been responsible for the deterioration in inter-
national relations during the past four years was a * mischiev-
ous absurdity.* It was an assertion all the more regrettable,
in that it might obtain abroad a measure of authority which
the House did not give it. He went on to show how the
pre-war diplomacy was not a particularly good precedent for
the successful conduct of international relations: it had led
inexorably to the experience of 1914, which the Government
to-day were doing all in their power to avoid. In the great
attempt surely it was worth while to give a new method a
trial. The Government was not expecting success at once
but 'any gospel is better than a gospel of despair/ Mr.
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